It was a great pleasure for me to act as a co-editor for this ZPC special For his achievements in different fields of nanoscience he was honored with several awards and prices, and in parallel he was a co-founder different companies to push the scientific achievements towards nano-technological applications. Now, currently I have the great pleasure to again work in the same Institute with Horst Weller as a colleague and as a friend. Since it was certainly Horst achievement that nanoscience has become the most prominent research topic in Hamburg, it has to be pointed out that this is not only due to his scientific impact. Everybody who has ever worked or discussed with him realizes directly his warm an honest personality by which he makes friends all over the world. In fact the response to contribute to this special issue on a very short notice was overwhelming, and even though this special issue birthday present comes 2 months late, we still want to congratulate to your 60 th birthday and wish you all the best for the future! Alf Mews, Hamburg
